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2017 May New NS0-158 Exam Dumps with VCE and PDF Updated in www.Braindump2go.com Today! 100% Real Exam
Questions! 100% Exam Pass Guaranteed! 1.|2017 New Version NS0-158 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 121Q&As Download:
http://www.braindump2go.com/ns0-158.html 2.|2017 New Version NS0-158 Exam Questions & Answers Download:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNUWNTQ3dmbXc1d2s?usp=sharing QUESTION 67Which two SMB
versions does Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode support? (Choose Two) A. SMB 1.0B. SMB 2.0C. SMB 3.0D. SMB 4.0 Answer:
BCExplanation:Since clusterer Data ONTAp 8.2 SMB 3.0 is supported.
https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP12454941/html/GUID-3E1361E4-4170-4992-85B2-FEA71C06645F.html QUESTION 68
Which Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode clone technology will lock a Snapshot copy? A. LUN CloneB. Snapshot CloneC. Volume
CloneD. Aggr Clone Answer: A QUESTION 69Which statement is true about NFS exports in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode? A.
Export policies are created and modified by editing /etc/exports.B. Export can be either persistent or temporary.C. Export
policies and rules are stored in the RDB.D. Both A and BE. Both B and C Answer: C QUESTION 70Administrator can natively
run Data ONTAP-7 Mode commands in what shell? A. AdminshellB. ClustershellC. NodeshellD. Systemshell Answer: C
QUESTION 71What command starts recording the current CLI session into a file? A. system cli recordB. system record startC.
system script recordD. system script start Answer: D QUESTION 72What three protocols obtain the Data ONTAP software
image? (Choose three) A. CIFSB. FTPC. HTTPSD. HTTPE. NFS Answer: BCD QUESTION 73What three privilege leves
are found in clustered Data ONTAP? (Choose three) A. adminB. advancedC. backupD. diagnosticE. manageF.
single_user Answer: ABD QUESTION 74A customer wants to use jumbo frames on an interface group called a0a. Interface group
a0a contains ports e0c and e0d. Additionally, the customer is using VLAN tagging for VLANs 510 and 520. VLAN 510 will use
jumbo frames but VLAN 520 will not. When the customer tries to enable jumbo frames on a0a- 510 the command fails.What caused
the failure? A. The MTU size must be set on the broadcast domain to which the ports belong.B. The LIF corresponding with
VLAN 510 is not configured for jumbo frames.C. Ports e0c and e0d have conflicting MTU sizes configured.D. Jumbo frames
must be enabled from the advanced privilege set. Answer: A QUESTION 75You change the volume junction-path of vol1 from
/vol/vol1 to /vol1. NFS clients are unable to connect to the new path/vol1.Which mirrors need to be updated to solve this problem?
A. TDP mirrors of the SVM root volume.B. XDP mirrors of the SVM root volumeC. DP mirrors of the SVM root volumeD.
LS mirrors of the SVM root volume Answer: DExplanation: The recommended backup strategy is LS mirror. So, maybe, the LS
mirror is not updated. Transition mirrors for a svm root volume are very unusual! QUESTION 76You just added a vSphere host to
your environment that needs access to the existing NFS datasrtore. The applicable export policy is named VMW, and each host's IP
address has been given access. What should you do to grant the new host access to the NFS datastore? A. Create a new volume.B.
Create a new rule under the VMW export policy.C. Create a new SVM.D. Create a new export policy for the new host. Answer:
BExplanation: A new SMV is never the correct way to add a host to a existing datastore. To add a host to existing data, a rule is the
right way. QUESTION 77A NetApp cluster is connected to two network switches for resiliency. One of the network switches loses
power. Most LIFs on the cluster automatically recover from the switch failure to and are reachable through the network. One LIF
used for CIFS access is not reachable through the network until power is restored to the failed switch.Which two areas should be
investigated to determine the problem? (Choose two.) A. The protocols allowed on the LIFs.B. The LIFs failover-group
configuration.C. The LIFs home port.D. The broadcast domain's member ports. Answer: BD !!!RECOMMEND!!! 1.|2017 New
Version NS0-158 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 121Q&As Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/ns0-158.html 2.|2017 New
Version NS0-158 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=5Dhu18qCw4Q
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